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30 Write Right Sight Words 

Practice Writing & Organizing Sight Words 

I   a   me   we 

the   but   and   go 

no   yes   is   it 

she   he   do   to 

will   are   am   at 

my   you   was   say 

may   on   said   of 

like   see   

 

Strategy to teach skill: Writing words involves much thought.  Writing is second to no other learning 

strategy in helping a child understand and learn.  The child should find & write words that begin with 

certain letters.  This helps the child learn the similarities & differences in these words.  Like below: 

    a         b         c          d         e         f     etc.  

    a        but                   do 

   and 

   at 

   are 

   am   

Note: The child is not alphabetizing the list of words-that is too difficult.  The child is organizing the 

words by beginning letter.   

Goal: Practice until the child can consistently write 5 

sight words from memory.  It is helpful to practice 

daily 6-7 of the easier Write Right words: a, I, the, me, 

we, no, go- to learn this skill.  
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30 Write Right Sight Words 

Practice Organizing Sight Words on Mini Word Wall 

I   a   me   we 

the   but   and   go 

no   yes   is   it 

she   he   do   to 

will   are   am   at 

my   you   was   say 

may   on   said   of 

like   see   

Strategy to teach skill: Get 2 plastic folders and a set of lower-case alphabet stickers (usually in craft 

section of store).  Place the alphabet stickers carefully along the top of the file folders inside so that your 

child has room to place the words under the stickers. (Or write the alphabet with a permanent marker 

on the top of the file folder.)  Cut out the words on the second page of this document into word cards 

and help your child practice organizing the words correctly by beginning letter. Like below: 

 

    a         b         c          d         e         f       

    a        but                   do 

   and 

   at 

   are 

   am   

Note: The child is not alphabetizing the list of words-that is too difficult.  The child is organizing the 

words by beginning letter.  Keep the sight word cards in the folders to practice organizing again and 

again.  As your child is asked to learn more sight words simply make these new sight words into word 

cards to practice organizing.  
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Practice Organizing Sight Words on Mini Word Wall 

Directions:  Cut into sight word cards to practice organizing. 

I   a   me   we 

 

the   but   and  go 

 

no   yes   is   it 

 

she   he   do   to 

 

will   are   am   at 

 

my   you   was  say 

 

may  on   said  of 

 

like  see   


